Sixteen topological types in βω−ω  by van Mill, Jan
A2 * (x E /%u -ax 3 countable+homogeneous dense in itself set 
Q c 150, -o -{x} of countable v-weight with x E fi>, 
, / Aa = (x E Bu, -0: 3 countable rr-homogeneous dense in itself set 
D c & - w -{x} of r-weight o1 with x E ii}, 
and 
Aa=={~~&w-w: 3 ludl y cornpact ccc nowhere separable 
D~rg,-.,-{#}WithW~ 
own [6] that there are 2’- typs in &J -w, but none of (tb.9 types is 
in topological terms. It is also known [9] that there a& w&& ‘~&Ws 
-u, i.e. points which are not a Emit point of any slountabie. Set, We: heavily 
rely on the technique used in the proof of this result. Iln addition; ‘%e &&#orced 
to prove that w x 2”) has a remote poirit (see S&ion I), in fad; we- ~~!@&shtiw that 
any nonpseudocompact spare which is 3 product of at most 01 spaces of CCmta~bh 
n-weight has a re:mote point. This is not a very shocking en~zalization fresults 
in [ 31 and [4], but is of cruciali importance far the proof of hr t@&@ &@$@@y, 
we also use the recent result due to BeU [2] hat there is compactific&itin &Q of 
o with yo -W ccc but not separable. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Sections 1 and 2 we prove general results 
which have interest in their own rights and which will be the tools in proving our 
theorem in Section 3. 
Some of the results in this paper are also to be found, in 8 prelimmary form, in 
tne (unpublished) reports [ll, 123. 
All spaces are completely reguhr and X” denotes /3X-X. If X, (n co) is a 
sequence of spaces, then CR+,,, X, denotes the disjoint topological sum of the Xn’s. 
Whenever we write c,<, Xn, for convenience we will assume that the spaces XB 
are pairwise disjoint. 
The aim of this section is to prze that if X = C,,, Xn, where each Xn is a product 
of at most @I compact spaces of countable rr-weight’, then there is a collection 9 
of closed subsets of ,Y such that 
’ (1) if D 6 X is nowhere dense, then there is some F E F with F n+D * $!L 1 
(2) if Y c $ is finite, then i{n <r o : X,, (3 (-)%!I = @}I < o. 
This implies that JK has a remote point, ! e. there is R point x E X* such that 
x tit ctsx D for any nowhere dens{: D c X, but also that the set of remote points of 
to be manipwlatcd lates err. 
K-centered if every nonempty subfamily with at most 
tersection. A collection of closed subsets of a space 
nowhere dense :ret c) c X there is some A e d which 
U@+n,,*f-‘0 =0. 
Then A n nC9 = 0 since A c lJEEgF U(E) c f (u 9) and 
which contradicts & being n-centered. 
Let us notice that in [3’j and [4] it was shown that each space of countable 
+w;eight has, for each 1 c rr CO, a remote n-centered system. The proof of the 
following lemma makes use of ideas in [3] and [4]. 
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a compact spm of countable n-weight apad let f: X + Y be 
quasi-open. ?&en for each remote n=cmteFed system .& (2 c n c o) for Y there is a 
remote (n - l)-centered system $F for X such that {f-‘(A): A E &} c 9. 
Prmf. let % be a countable cn-basis for X which is closed und6r finite unions. 
Recall that 8& %. For each 2 s i s n define 
g(i) = {U E 9: {o} w { f-‘(A): A E &} is i-centered). 
Let us notice that for each nowhere dense D c X there is some E E 8(n) such that 
&=X- (Lemma I., 1). since f 1 V : V+ f (V) is quasi-open for each regular 
clo~eld set V c X the reader can easily verify, by using Lemma 1 e 1, the following fact. 
Define integers u(D, m) @em s 
u(D&=miniti(D,n), 
n) 8s 
and 
K(D,m)=min{i<:w:foralls~K(D,m+ d)~ktekNXBM2j~~ 
and does not intersect D. ILet 39 denote the 
of x. 
ct 2. {F(D): D E 9) is (n - I)-centered. In 
of cardinality e, where 1 s e s n - 1, then 
lTm(K(~, fl - 4 + 1): L df}. 
The proof of this fact is by induction on e. The case e = 1 is trivial, so assume 
the fact to be proven for ail 1 s i < j, where j 6 n - 1. Let S’be a subfamily of 9 
nf FZl&&Q ia pdt “, %U 
K =max{K(L,n-j+2): L&i?} 
and take L_.E 9 such that K = K(L~, n -j + 2). Define S?” = 2?-{LO}. ]By induction 
hypothesis, 
for SOme 1 s maX{K (L, ?I -j + 2): L E 2’). Since 
1 Smax(H(L,n-j+2): LEJZ’)~K(L~,n--j+-2) 
there is so:me i s K (Lo, n -j + 1) such that E;-iel c E;-‘*2 and i E H(D, n -j + 1). 
Therefore nLE9F(L) 3 E,-i+l and since i s K (Lo, n -j + 1) this completes the 
induction. 
CQ 3. 7Ie family {F(D): D e 9)u {f-l(A): A E &} is (n - 1).cented. 
Let S$-, be a subfamily of 9 of cardinality ~0 and let s8[0 be a subfamiil,y of ~4 of 
cardinality e I such that eo + et = bt - 1. By Fact 2 we may assume that el> 0. Also, 
F(D) contains some element of $(n - eo+ 1) = (el -t 2). We may 
n ~(0)~ r? f-b) f 0. 
l>E%,, AEJ& 
Xow clefirje P= (F(D): D c kd}u{f-‘(A): A E 
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n<rr, Xn where each W;, is cmpwt and a product of at ntost 
mweight. ?%en there is a remote filter ** on X such that for 
: F n Xe = 8) is finite. 
ha@. Let kfi y &,,, X& FOP each 4 s 01 let X,” = fl_-@ XX and if K < ,U e a1 
let ncK IX,” + Xt be the projection. 
Whenever $ is a collection of nonempty sets let o(s) = sup(i < o : each subfamily 
of 9r of caroinaiity i d&n&empty intersection}. 
By transfinite induction we will construct for each cy < o1 and n < w a remote 
system c in XE such that 
(a) ‘u@$*2 for each & <aI, n CO; and U( 
(b)-sup(O(~): n Cai}==o for each i% co*; 
(c) whenever cy < fl then there is an n < OJ such that 
{7&-‘(F): F~fl&9? foreachian. 
make the @oUections ZIG (n CO) is no problem ([3, 41, Lemma 1.2). So let us 
suppose that we have constructed the collections gl (n < W) for all CY < /3 < al. In 
case 19 is not a limit ordinal” we ‘can apply Lemma 1.2. So assume that p is a limit. 
Let yn (n CO) be a strictly increasing ence of ordinals whose supremi.m is,& 
Let ko be the first integer for which O( 2 ,” while in addition 
1 
n 
%WO -l(F): Fe Sz} c S-i* 
for each n .a ko. For each rt < ko define 9: to be afly remote system for Xc such 
that o(9:) ~2. Define S& to be some remote system of XfO such that 
O(s$J~0($qp-1; (0 
(Lemma 1.2). Let k 12 ka be the first integer for which 3 (9ky: ) 3 4 while in addition 
( 
?I 
*Y?Yl “(F):FES~~}~P~~ foreachnz+.Foreachk,. <nskldefineSz tobe 
tiny remote system for XE for which 
{w&q-l(F): I% 9;‘) c 
(Lemma 1.2). Proceeding in this way 
0). It is clear that our inductive h 
is the closed filter gener!at,ed bj; CT9 a then, by (~1% * is clearly w tie~uired-~~ 
AS remarked before, a space AT is said to have a remote point provided that 
there is a point x E X * with the property that x& cl@x D for any alawhere dense 
t D c X. For more information concerning rernote points see [3,4,3,1Q). 
. Let X be 0 mvqmudocompct space which is Q product of at most 
countable Ir-weight. T%en X has a rmote pointa 
f. Let Z c X* be a nonempty closed Gs which misses X and put Y = @X -4% 
Let { Vn : n c W} be a sequence of compact nonempty regular closed subsets of Y 
such that 
(1) n <: m implies that V, r? V, = 0, 
(2) if E c O, then UnCE V, is closed in Y. 
WI; may assume that for each n < o, V, =clw W, where W, is a product of at 
most w1 spaces of countable w-weight. Since flY c= @X [7* 671 and since, ty 
normahty of Y, p(&,, V’) = clg&,+,, V,), it suticies to show that En+, V, has 
a rertsote point. 
For each n < o let fn : @ W,, 4 V, be a continuous surjection such that& 1 W,, = id, 
Since fn is irreducible’ the function f : C,<, p W,, -) En.?+, V, defined by f(x) = fn(x) 
(x E fi W,) is irreducible. This easily implies that C,<, V, has a remote point iff 
C, <=rri 0 Wn has a remote pqint. 
For each n CO let yWn be a compactification f W, which is a product of at 
most ctpl spaces of countable w-weight. By similar arguments as above, C,<, yWn 
has a remote point iff c,(, p W, has a remote point. However, by Theorem 1.3, 
. _ Lo -y IV,, has a remote point. 
w x 2“’ has a reinot~ point. 
1.16. For a slightly more general result see [l 11. 
K ([9, 1.2]) provided that fu? each sequence 
X there are nei hborhoods {Am: a C K) of 
(as usuai, if B c X is closed, B* = (cIB;KB) 43). 
The following 1em:na shows why we are intereste K sets. The prod is 
straightforward and is similar to, but not the same as, 19, 1.41. 
&UQ& Assume, to the contrary, that I!8 n A f 0 and put C = I? n A. Then C is a 
nonempty nowhere dense subset of Consequently, C is not a P-set3 of R, i.e. 
there are countable many neighborhoods Un (n “=w) of C in B such that 
C@ intg(n,,, On). Put V, = V, u (X* -s). Then V, is a neighborhood of A for all 
n CO. Since A is uI-OK we can find closed sets {A,: Q < ojj, in X such that for 
eachn~land~l<~~<~.~<Q,<~;l: 
while moreover A c f-l_,,, A$. By [14,5.1] each set of the form B*, where B c X 
is ciosed, is a P-set in X*. Consequently, if W, = Af CT 8, then W, is a P-set of I?, 
and since B is ccc, W, is clopen. Consequently, Wa is a neighborhood (in B j of C 
The proof is now completed by precisely the same argument as in [9, 1.41. Since 
C@ int8(nncW OR), for each cy there is an n such that W, - on # 1 Therefore, we 
can find pn n C(P) so that E = {a <ml: W, - on ias Id) is uncountably, For cy E: 
- O& Then the $3 are no pty, but any pt of them 
ich contradicts he fact tha 6 CCG 
be a nice filter on X f bd x 2, where 2 is compacti The aimuf this section 
is to show that whenever f:w* I+ Y is a continuous urjectkn, then thewe i8 a 
continuous surjection g : X* + Y and a closed set E (= nFGsdtixF such that 
(a) E is a 2’~0 
E is irretiucib5e. 1 . 
ows that many projective covers of spaces 6811 be embedde& as 2”~CM 
sets in tech-Stone remainders. It will come 8s no surprise thkt GQ,U method of 
roof is similar to Kunen’s, however, we have to ovt?rwme a new ~di&uky. 
this section, let X = C,+, X, where ach Xm is a mmpact 
Whenever I is a set and K is a cardinal, 
I,?]” = {A c I: IAl = K} 
and 
PI -cK ={AUIAIcK). 
Ttie fol:owing is 8 g~nemhation of [8,2.l]. 
DefMtion 2.2. Let 9 be a closed filter on X =ind assume that no Fc=, 9 is compact. 
In addition, let f : X* + Y be a contkuoue surjection. If 1 s n <a, an indexed 
family (Ai : i E I} of closed subsets of X is precisely n-tinked w,r.t, $F, fb if for all 
,“r 2 [I]” and FE 9 
f(nA 
ieu 
but for all a E [I]““, n,,, Ai is compact. 
An indexed family {A,,, : i E 1, 1 c n -C o} ia a linked system w.r.0. (9, f) if for each 
n, (Ai, : i E I} is precisely n-linked w.r.t. (S9 f) and, for each R and i, A, c: Acn+le 
An indexed family {&,:: t E I, I s n <o, i E J) is an I by J independent Ii’rtked 
family w.r.t. (9, f^) if for each f’ E J, {Ain: i c I, 1 s n <w} is a linked system w.r.t. 
05 f), and 
7, 1 ~nj<o and Gie[I]“’ and& 
unction. The Stone extewion of f is noted by 
nite subsets of 4ap is denoted by Cg 
4”&tS={(k~f): kEW&fE (k)“@j and let n’l : u ++ S be a bijection. 
g:$+o by 
We now present he main result !n this section. The proof is an adaptation of 
[9* 3.1). Due to the complexity of the proof we will 
Proof. Let v : w XZ + a be the projection and let 5 : cub =+ w be as in Len-r 
In addition, let {A$ cy < 2”, I. S n C&r), fl C 2”) bc; an independent linked family 
w.r.t. (%V, g) (Lemma 2.3). For each or’ < 2”, I s n GO, p < 2” put Et,, = .A$ x 2 
and observe that 
is an independent linked family w.r.t. (R @), where is any nice filter in AC, 
fj=~Sr,lX* and ~=JQv. Let f:u* + Y be a continuous urjection and define 
g:X*+Y by g=f~f. Notice that the family ~~~n:a!~2”,1~n<o,p<2”} is 
also an independent linked family w,r.t. (9, g). We claim that g is as required an 
it suffices to construct A. 
Let {IS@: p u 2” &I N is even} enumerate all nonempty closed G’s of X (there 
are clearly only 2(“’ ciosed G$s). Let {((I$,: n c w): p < 2&’ & ti is odd) enumerate 
all sequences ofclosed nonempty aa’s satisfying CCrPn+l c int CPn -- (~1 x Z) kw exh 
,)t <a Furthermore we assume that each sequence islisted cofinally often. 
By inductictn on p we construct $N and KM so that 
0) J& is a c!osed filter on X, A& e 2”, and {ET& : CY < 2”, 1 s ra < w, p E 
independent linked fam 
(2) KO f 2” and 9; = 
Let us assume for a moment hat this cons&wtiotl4yuk in&w& bwS&j&:W. 
For each p< 2” put A, = &&SW F*. Clearly g(A,) = Y. The&we, by co,$qwzt.am 
of X*, if we put A = nrcZU A,, then g(A) = X claim that A is as required. 
F* and that, by (71, the>only remaining 
is irreducible. Suppose 
set. For same p< 2”, B c 43: while A 43~ + 8. 
Therefore, by (6), for some FE 
gfB) = g(B: nF*), 
this implies that g(B) # Y. We conclude that 8 1 A is irreducible. Fix p (‘2” and 
assume that the K,, have been constructed for P, G p. We will construct 9”+1 
/ 
and &+I. 
If CC is even, let 9 be the closed filter Renarated by 9@ and 1B,. If 3” has”no 
compact elements and if {Ef, : a <= 2”, 1 G n <: o, /3 E KJ is independent w,r;t. (9, g) 
we set +I = 9 and KS+1 = K,. If not, then we can fhd Ee $@# such that 
for some T E [KJ’“, nB E u, and us E [2*]“~ Then let &+I = Kp -7, and, Iet &+I 
be the filter generated by 5F,, and 
+ 1 and Kw+l are as reeuired. 
dd and some C,, is not in SF&, put sM+t = sP and &+I=: Kfi. In case 
foreaclhn<w,thenfix;B~K,andletK~+1=K,-(B).Let~~+lbethe 
and the collection {Dw: ey <2”}, where 
First observe that DHa is closed since CW, c (o -n) X Z for all it f a. TO verify 
condition (7), let cyl& cy2 < e l l < a, < 2”, and put 
Ir.a I A’ * *n “k-e,?l. 
n = I, then Y ‘= On the other ‘hand, if n > 1, then 
c E,B, n-1 * n * l l n E,B n= n-1, 
act ClosMre sirxx! a isely (n - P)-lin 
erve that 
where the A j’s are defined as in the introduction. I&call our conventicjln that 
(7r,e Ai = O* and Ui,e Ai = 46. 
3.1. ~f%Wructian of x0 
By p, 3.11 the is a point x E o* such that {x) is a 2” ?OK set (this also follows 
f&n Corollary 2.6 since the projective cover of a one point space is a one point 
space). Such a point is dafled a 2w-OK point. By [S, 1.41 (see also Lemma 2.1), if 
A c: (.)* -a {x} is ccc, then x tz! A. Put x0 = x. 
3,2. Cmstructim of x(11 
Sintz &U is clearly a continuous image of IZ)*, by Corollary 2.6, EpO embeds in 
w* as a 2w-OK set, Since @M is extremally disconnected, E&U -pW. We ean 
therefore ‘find points X~ G ccl* (n <w) so that if D = {x,: n CO}, then D =pO is a 
2”-OKget in c& Let x E fi -D be a 2@‘-OK point of fi -D. Assume that A c= w * - {x} 
hm no is@at& poink and is ccc. We claim that x & A. By Lemma 2.1, D A A is clopen 
in A. It ‘is easily, $een that each xn is a’ 2”.OK point of w *. EIence D CT ii = 8. We 
conclude that A n (fi -D) is ccc and that if x E A, then x E (A n - W- o But this 
is impos ible since x is a 20-OK point of fi --LX Therefore, if we put x11) = x, the:n 
x{l) is as required. 
3.3 Construction of X{;z) 
54 
E whose union. is dense in JZ, while MW~OWX E;, *E for alI’ n < M. ‘Sins I? is 
extremaliy disconnected, J? (IJ n + &) = E. By TP,~o~~~s 2.3 and 2.4 there is a p&t 
eF=E--U ,,(w E,, srrch that x is a 2@-OK point of F whliie moreover x$B for 
any nowhere dense subset D c U,,.-, I?,,. 
Let Gco’ -{x} be either countable discrete, or counterblc nc-homogeneous of 
r-weight o 1, or ccc nowhere separable. Assume that x G 6. Sirtce ;iE is 8 ?‘-Oj[c set, 
w.l.o.g, G c E. Since G n U,+,, E, is nowhere dense in IJ,<, &, w.l,o,g, (fi (2 R 
Since x is a 25OK point of F this is a contradiction. Since x is clearly a point of 
AZ, we can put x{z) = x. 
Notice that x is a limit point of a countable set but not of any countMe discrete 
set. That such a point exists answers aquestion of K. Kunen. 
3.4. Construction of .x(,1 
Let be a nice filter on o x 2@’ which in addition is remote and let E be the 
projective cover of 2”’ .There is clearly an irreducible perfect map f : 40 x E + o x ?“* . 
if 47 c Ed, x E is nowhere dense, then f(D) is nowhere dense, hence some FE * 
misses f(D). Therefore, if 58 is the closed filter on o x E generated by {f’(F): FE 
q, then $9 is both nice and remote. By Theorem 2.4 E embeds as a 2W-OK set in 
. So assume that E c O* and that E is 20-OK. Let E, (n <to) be a sequence of 
pairwise disjoint nonempty clopen subsets of E such that & -E for all n < w and 
U,,<, E,, is dense in E. By Theorem 2,4 and the above remark there is a point 
xeF=E--[_j nea, E, such that x is a 2W-OK point of F while moreover x&d for 
any nowhere dense D c U nCg, E,. By using the same technique as in section 3.3 
it can easily be seen that x{3) =x is as required. 
3.5. Construction of xi41 
By [2], there is a continuous image X of W* which is ccc and not separable. We 
even may assume that X is nowhere separable, [ 13, $I]. Let Y be the one point 
compactification f o x X. It is clear that Y is a continuous image of a*., By 
Theorem 2.4 the projective cover of Y embeds in o* as a 2”-OKset. This space 
is obviously homeomorhpic to @(w x E), where E is the projective’ cover of X. 
Clearly E is ccc and nowhere separable, Let w : o x E + E be the projectkn. For 
ea& counta’ble subset A c o x E let {&(A): n <o} be a maxima1 (faithfully 
indexed) pairwise disjoint collection of nonempty clopen subsets of E none of 
which intersects n’(A). Since E is nowhere separable, IJ,<, L&(A) is dense in E. 
ut 
WO= U ({n}x 
new 
As remarked above, we May assume that fi (w x E) c W* srnd that /?(u x E) is a 
2EL’XX ser. in w*. It is easily seen thet if we put xt4) = x, then xj4) is a weak P-point 
of W* which is a limit point of some ccc subset of O* -{x(~)}_ 
That such weak P-point exists was first shown, under , in [S]. This answers 
a question implicit in [9, Q 11. 
Let E be the projective cover of the Cantor set C and assame that p(w x E) c O* 
is 2W-0K, Let D c (w’ x E)* be countable and discrete such that D is a 2”.0 
of (CW x E)* while moreover a RX = 8 for any nowhere dense A g w X I!% Let 
x E D -D be a 2a,mOIC point of D -IB and define 41,~) =x. 
3.7. Construction of x11,31 
Replace E in Section 3.6 by the projective cover of 2““. 
3.8. Construction of xil.4) 
Replace E in Section 3.6 by the projective cover of Y where Y is a ccc nowhere 
separable image of W* and use the filter {L(A): A c cw x E is countable} constructed 
in Section 3.5. l 
3.9. coiastrMctiuoI of X(2,3} 
Let E. be the projective cover of the Cantor set and let Er be the projective 
cover of 2? Assume that @(w xEo) t W* is 2WUOK. In addition, assume that 
6% x Ed = (0 x Eo) * is 2Q)-OK in (w x Eo)* while moreover 
#(,w xEl)nD =0 
for any nowhere dense D c w x Eo. Finally, let x E (O x El)* be a 2”-OK point of 
(cl, x El)* such that x @ F for any nowhere dense F c w x El. Define x{2,3) = x. 
3.10. Cmstruction Of X(2,4) 
Replace El in Section 3.9 by the projective cover of Y, where Y is ZI ccc now 
separable i age of O* and use the filter {I,( 
in Section 3.5. 
4. IR 
The results in Section 1 suggest the qtwtion whether each tionpsrtti&~~m~act 
space of n-weight at most 01 has a remote point. Since there are.s~qws of-w?igjht 
o2 which do not have remote points [lo] and since e.a& !,sp~p, Tq@ich~ ,C 
nonpseudocompact nd which has ?r-weight o has a_ -r+mg+:lwina, $35 J$ , & 
question is relevant. We don’t have any information c~#r+ng. this qMe@oti. 2%~ 
only additional fact we know is the rather curious result hat the statement “o x cst* 
has a remote point” is both consistent with F;rind independent of the usual axioms 
of set theory. Under CH, any small nonpseudocompact space ‘h&s are&t& point, 
[IO], hence, under CH, w x o* has a remote l?oint. On the other hand, it is-consistent 
that W* can be covered by nowhere dense closed P-sets [I], which implies tNat 
0 x O* has no remote points [S]. 
Let x and y be distinct weak P-points in U* which are not P-points pnd let X 
be the space we get from CO* by identifying # and yt It is easUy_9eg that X is a 
compact space which is not an F-space although every ‘coutitable subspace is 
C*-embedded. This example isdue to CF. Mills. That a space with these properties 
exists was previously proved, by a diflerent echnique, by the author and indepen- 
dently, but earlier, by E.K. van Douwen. Finally, let n and y be &&not point$ in 
W* which are both limits of countable sets but not a limit of my ,coa~~tabl~dile~rete 
set. Let Y be the space we get from o* by identifying x and y. It is easily >seen 
that Y is a compact space in which not every countable subspace isC*-embedded 
although each countable discrete subspace is C*-embedded. This example is also 
due to C.F. Mills. 
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